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Abstract. In recent work, we provided a formulation of ASP programs in terms of linear logic
theories. Answer sets were characterized in terms of maximal tensor conjunctions provable from
such theories. In this paper, we propose a full comparison between Answer Set Semantics and its
variation obtained by interpreting literals (including negative literals) as resources, which leads to
a different interpretation of negation. We argue that this novel view can be of both theoretical and
practical interest, and we propose a modified Answer Set Semantics that we call Resource-based
Answer Set Semantics. An advantage is that of avoiding inconsistencies, as every program has a
(possibly empty) resource-based answer set. This implies however the introduction of a different
way of representing constraints. We provide a characterization of the new semantics as a variation
of the answer set semantics, and also in terms of Autoepistemic Logic. The latter characterization
leads to a way of computing resource-based answer set via answer set solvers.
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1. Introduction

In [14], we proposed a comparison between RASP and linear logic [24], where RASP [9, 8, 16] is a
recent extension of the Answer Set Programming (ASP) framework obtained by explicitly introducing
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the notion ofresource. ASP is nowadays a well-established programming paradigm,with applications
in many areas (see among many [22, 36, 2, 46, 21, 28] and the references therein) and with many freely
available efficient inference engines (usually called “answer set solvers” [48]).

RASP is a significant extension of ASP, supporting both formalization and quantitative reasoning
on consumption and production of amounts of resources. In [14] we proved in particular that RASP
(and thus, ASP as a particular case) corresponds to a fragment of linear logic. This was accomplished
by providing a revertible translation of RASP programs intoa linear logic theory. The result implies
that a RASP inference engine (such as Raspberry [16]) might be used for reasoning in this fragment.
In defining the correspondence, we introduced a RASP and linear-logic modeling of default negation as
understood under the answer set semantics. We meant in some sense to propose “yet another definition
of answer set”, in addition to those reported and discussed in [29].

In the present paper, we show that understanding default negation as a resource goes beyond, and
leads to the definition of a generalization of the answers setsemantics (for short AS, on which ASP is
based), with some potential advantages. We provide a model-theoretic definition of the new semantics,
that we callResource-based Answer Set Semantics(RAS). Unlike the AS semantics, where programs can
be inconsistent, i.e., may have no answer sets, under the new semantics everyprogram admits resource-
based answer sets. Consistency of answer set programs is related to the occurrence ofnegative cycles,
i.e., cycles through negation, and to their connections to other parts of the program. Criticality is in
particular related to the occurrence of “odd cycles”, whichare negative cycles involving an odd number
of negated atoms (w.r.t. “even” cycles). Under the RAS semantics basic odd cycles, similarly to basic
even cycles in AS, are interpreted as exclusive disjunctions, while in AS they are a potential cause of
inconsistency. Constraints must however be suitably formalized, while in ASP they are “simulated”
via unary odd cycles. Under the extended semantics we thus have programs augmented with a set of
constraints. We argue that the proposed extended semanticsmay represent the understanding of a rational
agent working on an incomplete or approximate description of a given situation, that the agent tries to
interpret to the best of its currently available knowledge.We also argue that representing constraints
separately can even lead to more generality and to an improved elaboration-tolerance (in the sense of
[37]). In the proposed approach, the “practical expressivity” in terms of knowledge representation is
improved, while computational complexity remains the same.

We provide a characterization of resource-based answer setsemantics as a variation of the answer set
semantics, which exploits a simple variant of Gelfond and Lifschitz’s “Gamma” operator [22], though in
an iterative way over a subdivision of the given program intolayers, defined according to the principles
introduced in [30]. We also provide a characterization in terms of autoepistemic logic, by extending the
approach proposed in [35] for answer set programming. We show that the latter characterization provides
a basis for the transposition of a given programΠ into a new programΠ′ such that the answer sets ofΠ′,
that can be computed by any answer set solver, correspond to the resource-based answer sets ofΠ.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide thenecessary background on ASP, and
discuss some properties that will be useful for defining the new semantics. In Section 3 we shortly recall
linear logic, and specialize the method defined in [14] for RASP, so as to show that ASP can be defined
as a fragment of linear logic. It is relevant to recall this formalization, because it makes it clear which
is the motivation of the new notion of negation and of the generalized answer set semantics that we
then propose. In Sections 4, 5, and 6 the semantic extension is described, discussed, formalized and
characterized under various perspectives. In Sections 7 and 8 we present some examples of application,
and discuss how to integrate constraints into the new setting. Finally, in Section 9 we conclude.
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2. Answer Set Semantics: Definition, Properties and Observations

The Answer Set Programming (ASP) paradigm is based upon the answer set semantics [22, 23], where
an answer set program encodes a given problem, and each answer set of the program (if any exists)
represents a solution of the problem. To find these solutions, an ASP-solver is used. Several solvers
have became available, see [48], each of them being characterized by its own prominent valuable fea-
tures. The expressive power of ASP and its computational complexity have been deeply investigated
(cf. e.g., [17]). The reader may refer to [2, 46, 21, 28] aboutthe ASP paradigm and its applications. In
this section we concentrate on semantic aspects that will beneeded in the rest of the paper: we recall in
detail the definition of the answer set semantics, and discuss some of its properties. We refer to the def-
initions introduced or reported in [1, 32, 22, 23], among which the standard definitions of propositional
general logic programs. We will sometimes re-elaborate definitions and terminology (without substantial
change), in a way which is functional to the discussion proposed in subsequent sections.

In the answer set semantics [22, 23]1, an answer set programΠ is a collection ofrulesof the form
H← L1, . . . ,Ln. whereH is an atom,n> 0 and each literalLi is either an atomAi or itsdefault negation
not Ai. The left-hand side and the right-hand side of rules are called headandbody, respectively. A
rule can be rephrased asH ← A1, . . . ,Am,not Am+1, . . . ,not An. whereA1, . . . ,Am can be calledpositive
bodyandnot Am+1, . . . ,not An can be callednegative body. A rule with empty body (n = 0) is called
a unit rule, or fact. A rule with empty head, of the form← L1, . . . ,Ln., is aconstraint, and states that
literalsL1, . . . ,Ln cannot be simultaneously true. A positive logic program is alogic program including
no negative literals and no constraints.

Various extensions to the basic paradigm exist, that we do not consider here as they are not essential
in the present context. We do not even consider “classical negation” (cf., [23]), and we do not refer
(at the moment) to the various useful programming constructs defined and added over time to the basic
paradigm.

In the rest of the paper, whenever it is clear from the context, by “a (logic) programΠ” we mean an
answer set program (ASP program)Π. As it is customary in the ASP literature, we will implicitlyrefer
to the “ground” version ofΠ, which is obtained by replacing in all possible ways the variables occurring
in Π with the constants occurring inΠ itself, and is thus composed of ground atoms, i.e., atoms which
contain no variables.

Conceptually, the answer sets semantics is a view of a logic program as a set of inference rules (more
precisely, default inference rules), or, equivalently, a set of constraints on the solution of a problem: each
answer set represents a solution compatible with the constraints expressed by the program. Consider the
simple program{q← not p. p← not q.}. For instance, the first rule is read as “assuming thatp is false,
we canconcludethatq is true.” This program has two answer sets. In the first one,q is true whilep is
false; in the second one,p is true whileq is false.

Unlike other semantics, a program may have several answer sets, or may have no answer set. When-
ever a program has no answer sets, we will say that the programis inconsistent. Correspondingly,
checking for consistency means checking for the existence of answer sets. The following program has
no answer set:{a← not b. b← not c. c← not a.}. The reason is that in every minimal model of this
program there is a true atom that depends (in the program) on the negation of another true atom, which
is strictly forbidden in this semantics, where every answerset can be considered as a self-consistent and

1The answer set semantics was originally denominated “stable model semantics”.
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self-supporting set of consequences of a given program. Theprogram{p← not p.} has no answer sets
either as it is considered to be contradictory. Constraintsof the form defined above can be simulated by
plain rules of the formp← not p,L1, . . . ,Ln. wherep is a fresh atom.

As mentioned in the Introduction (cf. [6, 31, 7] for extensive discussions) consistency of answer
set programs is related to the occurrence ofnegative cycles, i.e. cycles through negation, and to their
connections to other parts of the program. Criticality is inparticular related to the occurrence of “odd cy-
cles”, i.e. negative cycles involving an odd number of negations: p← not pis the basic case, though odd
cycles may involve any odd number of negated atoms, either directly or through positive dependencies.
This issue is further discussed in the rest of the paper.

Below is the formal specification of the answer set semantics, elaborated from [22]. Preliminarly,
we remind the reader that the least Herbrand model of a positive logic programP can be computed (cf.
[32]) by means of theTP operator, that can be defined as follows (where the original definition is due
to Van Emden and Kowalski). We then introduce the definition of reduct, theΓ operator and finally the
definition of answer sets.

Given a positive programP, let

TP(I) =
{

A : there exists ruleA← A1, . . . ,Am in P where{A1, . . . ,Am} ⊆ I
}

The TP operator always has a unique least fixpoint, that for finite propositional programs is com-
putable in a finite number of steps.

The following definition of (GL-)reduct, that will be often useful in what follows, is due to Gelfond
and Lifschitz.

Definition 2.1. Let I be a set of atoms andΠ a program. The reduct ofΠ moduloI is a new program,
denoted asΠI , obtained fromΠ by:

1. removing fromΠ all rules which contain a negative premisenot Asuch thatA∈ I ; and by

2. removing all negative premises from the remaining rules.

Notice that for each negative premisenot Awhich is removed by step 2, it holds thatA 6∈ I : otherwise,
the rule where it occurs would have been removed by step 1. We can see thatΠI is a positive logic
program. Answer sets are defined as follows, via the GL-operator Γ.

Definition 2.2. [The Gelfond-Lifschitz (GL) OperatorΓ] Let I be a set of atoms andΠ a program. Let
ΠI be the reduct ofΠ moduloI , andJ be its least Herbrand model. We defineΓΠ(I) = J.

Definition 2.3. Let I be a set of atoms andΠ a program.I is ananswer setof Π iff ΓΠ(I) = I .

Non-empty answer sets form an anti-chain with respect to setinclusion. It will be useful in what
follows to consider a simple property ofΓΠ (see [6]): ifM is a (minimal) model ofΠ, thenΓΠ(M)⊆M.
We also remind the reader of the following definition and properties.

Definition 2.4. Given a non-empty set of atomsI and a ruleρ of the formA← A1, . . . ,An,not B1, . . . ,
not Bm, we say thatρ is supportedin I iff {A1, . . . ,An} ⊆ I and{B1, . . . ,Bm}∩ I = /0.

Definition 2.5. Given a programΠ and a non-empty set of atomsI , we say thatI is supportedw.r.t. Π
(or for shortΠ-supported) iff∀A∈ I , A is the head of a ruleρ in Π which is supported inI .
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Some of the classical models ofΠ (interpreted in the obvious way as a classical first-order theory, i.e.,
where the comma stands for conjunction and the symbol← stands for implication) may be supported.
Answer sets ofΠ, if any exists, are supported minimal classical models of the program. They however
enjoy a stricter property, that we define below.

Definition 2.6. Given programΠ and a set of atomsI , an atomA∈ I is consistently supportedw.r.t. Π
andI iff there exists a setSof rules ofΠ such that the following conditions hold (where we say thatA is
consistently supported viaS):

1. every rule inS is supported inI ;

2. exactly one rule inShas conclusionA;

3. A does not occur in the positive body of any rule inS;

4. every atomB occurring in the positive body of some rule inS is in turn consistently supported
w.r.t. Π andI via the set of rulesS′ ⊆ S.

About point 3, notice thatA cannot occur in the negative body of any rule inSeither, since all such
rules are supported inI .

Definition 2.7. Given a programΠ and a set of atomsI , we say thatI is a consistently supportedset
of atoms (w.r.t. Π) iff ∀A ∈ I , A is consistently supported w.r.t.Π and I . We say thatI is a maximal
consistently supportedset of atoms (MCS, for short) iff there not existsI ′ ⊃ I such thatI ′ is consistently
supported w.r.t.Π. We also say for short thatI is an MCS forΠ.

Observe that an MCS can be empty only if it is unique, i.e, onlyif no non-empty consistently supported
set of atoms exists. The following proposition holds:

Proposition 2.8. Any answer setM of programΠ is an MCS forΠ.

However, maximal consistently supported sets of atoms are not necessarily answer sets. Take for
instance the following programΠ

p← a. a← not p.

which admits no answer sets: the set of atoms{a}, which is not even a classical model ofΠ, is nonethe-
less an MCS for this program. Instead, the set of atoms{p}, which is indeed a classical minimal model
of Π, is not an MCS for this program: in fact, it violates condition (1) of Definition 2.6, since atomp
actually depends upon its own negation and thus the second rule is not supported in{p}.

We will now recall some properties of the answer set semantics which will be useful in what follows.
The following definitions appear in [18], whereΠM is the reduct of programΠ w.r.t. set of atomsM, as
recalled in Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.9. The sets of atoms a single atomA depends upon, directly or indirectly, positively or
negatively, is defined asdependenciesof(A) = {B : A depends onB}.

The former definition is provided with some approximation, as dependencies should be for-
mally checked on thedependency graph[1] of the program at hand. Intuitively,B belongs to
dependenciesof(A) if in the dependency graph there exists a nonempty directed path fromA to B.
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Definition 2.10. Given a programΠ and an atomA, rel rul(Π;A) is the set of relevant rules ofΠ with
respect toA, i.e. the set of rules that contain an atomB∈ ({A}∪dependenciesof(A)) in their heads.

The notions introduced by Definitions 2.9 and 2.10 for an atomA can be plainly generalized to any
setX of atoms. Notice that, given an atom (or a set of atoms)X, rel rul(Π;X) is a subprogram ofΠ.
For example, ifΠ = {a. b← a.}, thendependenciesof(a) = /0, dependenciesof({a,b}) = {a}, and
rel rul(Π;{a,b}) = Π.

If we consider atomA and setS in Definition 2.6, we can see thatS⊆ rel rul(Π;A).
As observed before, ASP programs may involve cycles which are used in the ASP programming

paradigm for generating the search space and for modeling constraints. A program can be seen as divided
into components, some of them involving cyclic dependencies. Since this will be of interest in the rest
of the paper, we now introduce some notions about how an ASP program is, in general, structured. We
provide some preliminary notions, and then the definition ofdecomposition.

Definition 2.11. An answer set programΠ is cyclic if for every atomA occurring in the head of some
rule ρ in Π, it holds thatA∈ dependenciesof(A). In particular,Π is negatively cyclicif some of these
dependencies is negative.

A programΠ in which there is no headA such thatA∈ dependenciesof(A) is calledacyclic.

Notice that, by Definition 2.11 there exist programs that areneither cyclic nor acyclic, though involving
cyclic and/or acyclic fragments as subprograms.

Moreover, an acyclic program has a unique answer set, coinciding with the set of true atoms of its
well-founded model [47] (which is three-valued, and so it iscomposed of a setW+ of true atoms and a
setW− of false atoms, all the other atoms having the truth value “undefined”). In general, the answer set
semanticsextendsthe well-founded semantics since, for every answer setM, W+ ⊆M.

The following definitions establish how program fragments can be either independent of or related
to each other.

Definition 2.12. A subprogramΠs of a given programΠ is self-contained(w.r.t. Π) if the setX of atoms
occurring (either positively or negatively) inΠs is such thatrel rul(Π;X)⊆Πs.

Definition 2.13. Given two subprogramsΠs1,Πs2 of a programΠ, Πs2 is on top of Πs1 if the setX2

of atoms occurring in the head of some rule inΠs2 is such thatrel rul(Π;X2) ⊆ Πs2 ∪Πs1, and the set
X1 of atoms occurring (either positively or negatively) only in the body of rules ofΠs2 is such that
rel rul(Π;X1)⊆Πs1.

2

Notice that, by Definition 2.13, ifΠs2 is on topof Πs1, thenX1 is asplitting setfor Π in the sense of [30].

Definition 2.14. A program obtained as the union of a set of cyclic or acyclic programs, none of which
is on top of another one, is called ajigsawprogram.

Definition 2.15. Let Π be a program andΠs a jigsaw subprogram ofΠ. Then,Πs is standalone(w.r.t.Π)
if it is self-contained (w.r.t.Π).

2This notion was introduced in [6, 30].
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In what follows, we will often refer to a standalone programΠs without mentioning the including pro-
gramΠ. In such casesΠ will be identifiable from the context.

The following property, that comes as (an almost immediate)consequence of former definitions, will
be very important in the rest of the paper. It states that a program can be divided into subprograms where
a standalone one can be understood as the bottomlayer, which is at the basis of a “tower” where each
level is a jigsaw subprogram standing on top of lower levels.We omit the proof for lack of space.

Proposition 2.16. A non-empty answer set programΠ can be seen as divided into a sequence ofcom-
ponents, or layers,C1, . . . ,Cn, n≥ 1 where:C1, which is called thebottomof Π, is a standalone program;
each componentCi, for i > 1, is a jigsaw program which is on top ofCi−1∪ ·· ·∪C1.

The advantage of such a decomposition is that, by theSplitting Theoremintroduced in [30], the
computation of answer sets ofΠ can be divided into subsequent stages.

Proposition 2.17. Consider a non-empty ASP programΠ, divided according to Proposition 2.16 into
componentsC1, . . . ,Cn, n≥ 1. An answer setS of Π (if any exists) can be computed incrementally as
follows:

step 0. Seti = 1.

step 1. Compute an answer setSi of componentCi (for i = 1, this accounts to computing an answer set of
the standalone bottom component).

step 2. Simplify programCi+1 by: (i) deleting all rules that havenot B in their body, for someB∈ Si ; (ii)
deleting (from the body of the remaining rules) every literal not F whereF does not occur in the
head of rules ofCi+1 andF 6∈ Si , and every atomE with E ∈ Si .3

step 3. Ifi < n seti = i +1 and go to step 1, else setS= S1∪ ·· ·∪Sn.

All answer sets ofΠ can be generated via backtracking (from any possible answerset ofC1, combined
with any possible answer set of simplifiedC2, etc.). If no (other) answer set ofΠ exists, then at some
stage step 1 will fail. An incremental computation of answerset have also been adopted in [19].

3. Relationship between Linear Logic and ASP

Linear logic, as it is well-known, can be considered as aresource-sensitiverefinement of classical logic.
Intuitively speaking, in linear logic two assumptions of a formula P are distinguished from a single
assumption of it.Multiplicative conjunctionor tensor product⊗ between two formulas (intended as
resources) intuitively means “I have both”, whileadditive conjunction& means “I have a choice”. Linear
implicationP —◦Q encodes a form of production process: it can be read as “Q can be derived usingP
exactly once”. (Notice that in such a processP is “consumed”, so it cannot be used again.)

In [14] we have shown that RASP (and thus ASP, which can be seenas a particular case of RASP)
can be defined as a (propositional) fragment of linear logic [24, 26] by translating programs into a lin-
ear logic theory employing as connectives tensor product⊗ (to express concomitant use/production of

3Notice that, due to the simplification,Ci+1 becomes standalone.
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different resources), linear implication —◦ (to model program rules production processes), and additive
conjunction & (to represent alternative/exclusive resource allocation). In well-known terminology, we
adopted formulas belonging to the so-called Horn-fragmentof linear logic.

In this section, we specialize to pure ASP the method defined in [14], in order to exploit the repre-
sentation for introducing the new resource-based answer set semantics.

A positive ASP programΠ (i.e., a program without default negation) can be transformed into a
corresponding Linear Logic RASP Theory as follows (where the reverse translation is also possible). In
particular, in the definition below each atomq in the body of the j-th rule of the given program is renamed
asq j , where theq j ’s are called thestandardized-apartversions ofq. Moreover, since the formalization
passes through RASP, which considers atoms as resources, each standardized-apart atomq j will stand
for q j :1, i.e. for a unary quantity of the “resource” corresponding to atomq.4 The meaning is that,
when using the body of a rule to derive the head, one uses one unit of each atom (seen as a resource)
occurring in the body. In logic programming in fact, the truth of an atom can be used to prove several
consequences (through different rules). Linear logic provides the exponential connective !A, intuitively
meaning that we can use as many occurrences ofA as we want. However, exploiting this connective
would bring us outside the finite propositional fragment of linear logic. Instead, we devised a method
which remains within this fragment. In particular, from an atom A we “produce” via a linear implication
its standardized-apart “copies” that will be consumed by the linear logic counterpart of the rules which
haveA in their body.

Definition 3.1. Given a positive ASP programΠ, the corresponding Linear Logic RASP TheoryΣΠ is
obtained by applying, in sequence, the following rewritings.

• Standardize apart the atoms in the bodies of rules ofΠ. Namely, each occurrence of an atomA in
the body of thej-th rule is replaced byA j :1.

• For every atomA occurring as head ofh > 0 rules in (the standardize apart version of)Π, let
A← Bi,1, . . . ,Bi,ℓi , for i = 1, . . . ,h, be such rules (withℓi possibly null, if the corresponding
rule is a fact). Replace these rules by the following linear implications (where theAis are fresh
atoms):

Bi,1⊗ ·· ·⊗Bi,ℓi —◦Ai for i = 1, . . . ,h

A1& · · · & Ah —◦A

• For each atomA, let A1:1, . . ., Am:1 be its standardized apart versions, introduced as described
earlier. Add toΣΠ the linear implicationA —◦A1:1⊗ ·· · ⊗Am:1.

• Replace in ΣΠ any linear implication D1⊗ ·· · ⊗Dn —◦H with the linear implication
D1⊗ ·· · ⊗Dn —◦H⊗DR

1⊗ ·· · ⊗DR
n .

Let us illustrate some aspects of the previous definition. Notice that through the second step of the
translation, the body of each rule inΠ, which is a conjunction of atoms, is turned into a tensor conjunc-
tion of atoms. Connective← is turned into linear implication. The purpose of the linearimplication
A1& · · · & Ah —◦A is that of enabling the derivation ofA through the linear logic counterpart of either of

4In RASP terminology, a writing of the formq:a denotes anamount aof the resource q: RASP allows in fact for arbitrary
quantities.
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its defining rules. The introduction of such an implication can be avoided in caseA occurs as head of a
single rule (in this caseh= 1 and we can simply replaceA1 by A in the first linear implication). In what
follows we will adhere to this convention whenever possible.

The linear implicationA —◦A1:1⊗ ·· · ⊗Am:1 models the fact thatA is a resource available to any
rule that may need to use it.

Notice the introduction of a fresh atomDR
i corresponding to each atomDi, in the last step of the

translation. These fresh atoms are called ther-copiesof theDis. The role of r-copies is to keep records
of facts (intended as resources originally present in the program) and of intermediate conclusions used
(as resources) in further inference. In a linear-logic setting in fact, resources which are consumed “disap-
pear”, thus we would not be able to establish a relation between provable tensor conjunctions and answer
sets ofΠ. R-copies in fact allow us to establish a correspondence between answer sets ofΠ and maximal
tensor conjunctions provable fromΣΠ, where:

Definition 3.2. Given a linear logic theoryΣ, a tensor conjunction of atomsA1⊗ ·· · ⊗An (n ≥ 0),
is called maximally provableif it is provable from Σ, and for any atomB, the tensor conjunction
A1⊗ ·· · ⊗An⊗B is not provable fromΣ (we equivalently talk about a maximal tensor conjunction prov-
able fromΣ).

Lemma 3.3. Let Π be a positive ASP programΠ, andΣΠ be the correspondingLinear Logic RASP
Theory. Every maximal tensor conjunctionA provable fromΣΠ includes all the r-copies of facts ofΣΠ
and of standardized-apart atoms occurring in the body of linear implications ofΣΠ that have been used
for proving atoms inA .

Let us now consider full ASP, where rule bodies involve negative literals. Assume there aren occur-
rences ofnot A in the body of rules of a given programΠ. To represent full RASP (and thus full ASP)
we improve the transformation devised in Definition 3.1:

Definition 3.4. Given an ASP programΠ, the corresponding Linear Logic RASP TheoryΣΠ is obtained
by applying, in sequence, the following rewritings.

• For each atomA occurring negated in rules ofΠ, standardize apart each of its negated occurrences
by replacingnot Awith not Aj :1, in the j-th rule.

Being not Aj1:1, . . ., not Ajn:1 all the occurrences introduced in this manner, add the (linear) fact
not A:n to the translation ofΠ. This to indicate that the total amount of resourcenot A:n that is
needed in order to provide unary items to every rule that needthem is preciselyn.

• For each ruleA ← B1, . . . ,Bℓ of Π. Let such rule be thej-th one; rewrite it asA ←
B1, . . . ,Bℓ,not Aj :n.

Let us denote bynot Ak1:n, . . .,not Aks:n all the atoms introduced in this manner.5

• Apply the rewriting indicated in Definition 3.1 to the resultof the previous steps.

5In case identical atoms would be introduced in the body in consequence of different steps of the translation, e.g.,not Ak:1 and
not Ak:1 might occur in the same rule ifn equals 1 in the first step andnot Aalready appeared in the ASP rule body, then further
standardize apart these occurrences, e.g., asnot Ak1:1 andnot Ak2:1.
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• Finally, for each linear factnot A:n added toΣΠ (cf., the first two steps), also add the &-Horn
implications to the translation ofΠ:

(not A:n —◦not Ak1:n)& · · · & (not A:n —◦not Aks:n)&

(not A:n —◦not Aj1:1⊗ ·· · ⊗not Ajn:1)

The intuitive meaning behind this translation is that the assumptionnot A is made available to every
rule that intends to adopt it, unlessA itself is provable. In this case the assumption becomes totally
unavailable, as provingA consumes the full available quantity of the “resource”not A.

The transformation of Definitions 3.1 and 3.4 is clearly polynomial, as we add: (i) a new conjunct in
the body (not A if the rule head isA) and new elements (r-copies) in the head of rules ; (ii) one &-Horn
implication for eachA occurring in the head of some rule; (iii) one linear implication for each atom
defined via several rules; (iv) one &-Horn implication for each A occurring negatively in the body of
some rule.

We are able to state (neglecting, by abuse of notation, the syntactic distinction between an atomA
and its r-copyAR) the following

Theorem 3.5. Let Π be an ASP program, andΣΠ the corresponding Linear Logic RASP Theory, ob-
tained according to Definitions 3.1 and 3.4. LetM = {A1, . . . , An} be an answer set forΠ. Then,
A1⊗ ·· · ⊗An is a maximal tensor conjunction provable fromΣΠ.

Note that the reverse does not necessarily hold, because there are maximal tensor conjunctions prov-
able fromΣΠ that are not answer sets. This is due (as discussed in [14]) tothe lack of relevance of the
answer set semantics (cf., [18]), but also to the locality ofa proof-based system such as linear logic.

4. Negation as a Resource: A Novel View on Answer Set Semantics

It is interesting to investigate how the linear logic formulation illustrated in previous section prevents
contradictions. Consider for example the programΠ1 = {p← not p.}, which is a unary odd cycle, and
is (as discussed before) inconsistent under the answer set semantics. It is transformed into:

not p11:1⊗not p12:1 —◦ p,

not p:1,

(not p:1 —◦not p11:1)& (not p:1 —◦not p12:1)

In the first rule, one occurrence ofnot pcorresponds to the one originally present, the other one has
been added as for provingp it is necessary to “absorb” the whole available quantity ofnot p (consider
n= 1 in Definition 3.4). We can verify that the singleton tensor conjunctionp is not provable: in fact,
the derivation it would require two units ofnot p, while just one is available. This does not lead to
inconsistency, but simply to the impossibility to provep.
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Consider the ternary odd cycleΠ = {a← not b. b← not c. c← not a.} which is also inconsistent
under the answer set semantics. In our formulation,ΣΠ is the following:

not a1:1⊗not b1:1 —◦a

not c2:1⊗not b2:1 —◦b

not a3:1⊗not c3:1 —◦c

not a:1

not b:1

not c:1

(not a:1 —◦not a1:1)& (not a:1 —◦not a3:1)

(not b:1 —◦not b1:1)& (not b:1 —◦not b2:1)

(not c:1 —◦not c2:1)& (not c:1 —◦not c3:1)

From this linear logic theory we can prove three maximal tensor conjunctions, namely,a, b andc.
Assume, in fact, to try to provea (the cases ofb andc are of course analogous). Provinga uses resources
not a1:1 andnot b1:1. Therefore, after provinga, b cannot be proved because its own negation (i.e.,
not b2:1) is no longer available: in fact, the &-Horn implication related tob generates (indifferently)
only one of the two items, and one item has already been requested for provinga. In turn, c cannot be
proved becausenot a3:1 is not available, as the &-Horn implication related toa generates (indifferently)
only one of the two items, and one item has already been requested for provinga. Then,ΣΠ behaves
analogously to the GL-reduct as far asc is concerned, beingnot aunavailable oncea has been proved.
But it behaves in a more uniform way onb, in the sense that oncenot bhas been used to provea, proving
b becomes no longer possible.

This implies that the 3-atoms odd cycles is interpreted in the linear logic view as an exclusive dis-
junction, exactly like the 2-atoms even cycle (such as{q← not p. p← not q.}) in AS. We call{a},
{b}, and{c} resource-based answer sets, for which we provide below both a logic programming and
an autoepistemic logic characterization. The resource-based answer set for program{p← not p.} is the
empty set.

The ternary cycle has many well-known interpretations in terms of knowledge representation, among
which the following is an example:

{beach← not mountain.

mountain← not travel.

travel← not beach.}

In our approach we would have exactly one of (indifferently)beach, mountain, or travel. Similarly for
the program {work← not tired. tired← not sleep. sleep← not work.}. Note that, in answer set
programming, for defining the exclusive disjunction of three atoms one has to resort to theextremal
program[5] {a← not b,not c. b← not c,not a. c← not a,not b.}.

We argue that resource-based answer set semantics is reasonable, and might possibly be adopted as a
proper extensionof the answer set semantics. As mentioned before, the answerset semanticsextendsthe
well-founded semantics (wfs). Wfs in fact assigns to a logicprogramΠ a unique, three-valued model,
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where atoms that cannot be definitely established to be true or false are deemed to beundefined, while
these atoms are instead assigned a truth value true/false inan answer set, if any exists. As also observed
before, the answer set semantics selects those (two-valued) classical minimal models of a given program
that are consistently supported (Definitions 2.6-2.7). Consistent support means that the support of atom
A does not depend (directly or indirectly) neither uponA itself, nor upon the negation of another true
atom, including itself. Foreven cyclessuch as{e← not f. f ← not e.}, two answer sets can be found,
namely{e} and{ f}, fulfilling all conditions. This extends to wider program including such cycles.
For odd cycles (such as unary odd cycles of the form{p← not p.} and ternary odd cycles of the form
{a← not b. b← not c. c← not a.}) it is not possible to assign truth values to their composingatoms in
classical models according to Definitions 2.6-2.7. This is the reason why under the answer set semantics
a program including such cycles is inconsistent.6 In a sense, the answer set semantics is still three-valued,
as sometimes it is able to assign truth value to atoms, and sometimes (when the program is inconsistent)
leaves all of them undefined. Resource-based answer set semantics instead is able to cope with any kind
of cycle, by assigning truth value “true” to all atoms which enjoy consistent support. This is done by
resorting to MCSs instead of classical models. For the unaryodd cycle,p is deemed to be false because,
were it true, it would depend upon the negation of a true atom (itself). The ternary odd cycle has the
three resource-based answer sets{a}, {b} and{c}. Taking for instance resource-based answer set{a},
atomb is deemed false to provide support, while atomc cannot possibly be supported in this set.

There are other semantic approaches to managing odd cycles,such as (among many) [41, 42] and
[39, 40], with their own sound theoretical foundations. They can however be distinguished from the
present one: in fact, the former proposals basically choose(variants of) the classical models, and the
latter ones treat differently the unary and ternary cycles.

5. RAS Semantics as a Variation of the AS Semantics

Below we introduce some modifications to the original definition of the answer set semantics, so as to
define resource-based answer set semantics. Some preliminary elaboration is needed.

As stated by Proposition 2.16, a non-empty answer set program Π can be seen as divided into a
sequence ofcomponents, or layers,C1, . . . ,Cn, n≥ 1 where: eachCi , i ≥ 1, is the union of a set of cyclic
or acyclic subprograms none of which is on top of the others; the bottom componentC1 is standalone;
each componentCi , for i > 1, is on top of the lower layers. Based upon this decomposition, the answer
sets of a given program can be computed incrementally (in a bottom-up fashion). Resource-based answer
sets can be computed in a similar way. Therefore, we start by defining the notion of resource-based
answer sets of a given standalone program (relying upon preliminary definitions in Section 2).

The semantic variation that we propose implies slight modifications in the definition of theTP and the
Γ operator, aimed at forbidding the derivation of atoms that necessarily depend upon their own negation.

The modified reduct, in particular, keeps track of negative literals which the “traditional” reduct
would remove.

Definition 5.1. Let I be a set of atoms and letΠ be a program. Themodified reductof Π moduloI is a
new program, denoted aŝΠI , obtained fromΠ by removing fromΠ all rules which contain a negative
premisenot Asuch thatA∈ I .

6Unless “handles” are provided from other parts of the program, see [6, 7, 31] for details.
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Based upon the modified reduct, we can define a modifiedTP which derives only those facts that do
not depend (neither directly nor indirectly) on their own negation.

For simplicity, let us consider each rule of a program as reordered by grouping its positive and its
negative literals, as follows:

A← A1, . . . ,Am, not B1, . . . ,not Bn

Moreover, let us define aguarded atomany expression of the formA||G whereA is an atom and
G= {not D1, . . . ,not Dℓ} is a possibly empty collection of negative literals (we say thatA is guarded by
theDis),

Definition 5.2. (Modified TP)
Given a propositional programP, let

TP(I) =
{

A||G1∪ ·· ·∪Gr ∪{not B1, . . . ,not Bn} : there exists a rule

A← A1, . . . ,Ar ,not B1, . . . ,not Bn in P

such that{A1||G1, . . . ,Ar ||Gr} ⊆ I

and not A 6∈ {not B1, . . . ,not Bn}∪G1∪ ·· ·∪Gr

}

.

Moreover, for eachn≥ 0, letTn
P be the set of guarded atoms defined as follows:

T0
P = {A|| /0 : there exists unit ruleA← in P}

Tn+1
P = TP(Tn

P )

The least contradiction-free Herbrand setof P is the following set of atoms:

T̂P =
{

A : A||G ∈ T i
P for somei ≥ 0

}

.

Notice that the set̂TP does not necessarily coincide with the full least Herbrand model of the “tra-
ditional” reduct, as its construction excludes from the result those atoms that are guarded by their own
negation. We can finally define a modified version of theΓ operator.

Definition 5.3. [OperatorΓ̂] Let I be a set of atoms andΠ a program. Let̂ΠI be the modified reduct of
Π moduloI , andJ be its least contradiction-free Herbrand set. We defineΓ̂Π(I) = J.

It is easy to see that

Proposition 5.4. Let I1, I2 be sets of atoms andΠ a program. IfI1⊆ I2 thenΓ̂Π(I1)⊇ Γ̂Π(I2).

Proof (Sketch). The claim holds because, by Definition 5.1, a larger I leads to a potentially smaller
modified reduct, since it may causes the removal of more rules. Consequently, this leads to a potentially
smaller least contradiction-free Herbrand set. ⊓⊔

For reasons that will be clarified below, we need to consider potentially supported sets of atoms.

Definition 5.5. Let Π be a program, and letI be a set of atoms.I is Π-basediff for any A∈ I there exists
rule ρ in Π with headA.

We need to state the following important result.
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Theorem 5.6. Let Π be a standalone program, and letI be a non-emptyΠ-based set of atoms. LetM =
Γ̂Π(I). M is a consistently supported set of atoms forΠ iff M ⊆ I .

Proof. Let M be a consistently supported set of atoms forΠ. By definition,M is Π-based and provides
consistent support for everyA∈M through a subsetS of the rules ofΠ. Thus,M can be obtained as
Γ̂Π(I) for any of its supersetsI such that, for each rulêρ in Π whereρ̂ 6∈S , we have that: either̂ρ is
canceled when computing the modified reduct, orρ̂ cannot be applied by the modifiedTP based upon the
remaining rules. It can beM = I in two cases: either∀ρ ∈Π, ρ ∈S or for eachρ̂ 6∈S , there exists atom
A in its negative body whereA∈M, so thatρ̂ is canceled when computing the modified reduct. LetM =
Γ̂Π(I), whereI is aΠ-based set of atoms, and letM ⊆ I . If M ⊆ I , this means that there exist atomF ∈ I ,
F 6∈ M. The reasons may be one or both of the following: (a) some or all rules in Π with conclusion
F have been canceled by the modified reduct; the remaining rules cannot be applied in producing the
setT̂P, because there is a dependency ofF upon either itself (so no derivation is possible) or on its own
negation. By construction in fact, rules that have not been canceled allow the modifiedTP to derive all
and only the consistently supported atoms, and thereforeM is a consistently supported set of atoms for
Π. ⊓⊔

From the above theory and from Proposition 5.4 we can draw thefollowing:

Corollary 5.7. Let Π be a standalone program, and letI be a non-emptyΠ-based set of atoms. LetM =
Γ̂Π(I). M is an MCS forΠ iff M ⊆ I , and there is no proper subsetI1 of I such that̂ΓΠ(I1)⊆ I1.

The Corollary states that MCSs are the maximal setsM that can be obtained viâΓΠ(I) from some
I , in the sense that any smallerI1 produces viâΓΠ an M1 that does not respect the condition stated by
Theorem 5.6, and so it is not even a consistently supported set of atoms forΠ. We are now ready to
define resource-based answer sets of a standalone program.

Definition 5.8. Let Π be a standalone program, and letI be aΠ-based set of atoms.M = Γ̂Π(I) is a
resource-based answer setof Π iff M is an MCS forΠ.

It is easy to see that, from Proposition 2.8, the next two results follow.

Proposition 5.9. Any answer set of a standalone programΠ is a resource-based answer set ofΠ.

Proposition 5.10. Let Π be an acyclic standalone program. Then, the unique answer set of Π is the
unique resource-based answer set ofΠ.

These are consequences of the fact that consistent ASP programs are non-contradictory, and the
modifiedTP, in absence of contradictions (i.e., in absence of atoms necessarily depending upon their
own negations), operates exactly likeTP. In case of acyclic programs, the unique answer setI is also the
unique MCS as the computation of the modified reduct does not cancel any rule, and the modifiedTP can
thus draw the maximum set of conclusions, coinciding withI itself.

Being an MCS, a resource-based answer set can be empty only ifit is the unique resource-based
answer set. This can be the case if the modified reduct cancelsall rules, like for program{p← not p.},
or whether the modifiedTP cannot draw any conclusion, like for the program{a← b. b← a.}.
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A discussion is in order concerning the understanding of negation under the new semantics. For odd
cycles like{a← not b. b← not c. c← not a.}, it is often said that such a cycle is inconsistent because
every atom depend upon its own negation. We should nevertheless consider that also in an even cycle
such that{e← not f. f ← not e.} any atom anyway depends upon its own negation: however, in the
latter case the answer set semantics states that one can conclude e by assumingnot f, or in alternative
conclude f by assumingnot e. In fact, as remarked by Gelfond and Lifschitz, given an atomA, the
expressionnot A is not to be interpreted as the classical negation ofA, rather as the proposition “not A is
assumed”, or, following [20], “A is not believed”. Thus,not A is a defeasible assumption that a rational
agent may embrace in order to produce a rational account of a situation given the description that the
agent is aware of (i.e., from the given program). Notice thatall conclusions drawn through layers of
default negation are in turn defeasible, so they are themselves assumptions, or beliefs. Such a default
negation should in our opinion enjoy the following features:

• a rational agent cannot reasonably believe bothA andnot A;

• if a rational agent has assumednot B to (defeasibly) conclude some other factA, then the agent
cannot neither rationally assumenot Anor it can rationally concludeB.

• a rational agent is not necessarily compelled to assume eitherC or not C for every factC, unless
this is strictly required to devise a credible belief state.The judgment about someC can thus
remain suspended. This does not account to consideringC “unknown” or “undefined”, but simply
accounts to not making assumptions aboutC.

So, no multi-valued logic is really needed. Rather, when an agent derives a two-valued belief set
(e.g., an answer set or a resource-based answer set) from a program:

• atoms included in the belief set are either believed to be definitely true (i.e., those that are true
w.r.t. the well-founded semantics), or have been rationally (though defeasibly) assumed to hold;

• atoms not included in the belief set are either believed to bedefinitely false (i.e., those that are false
w.r.t. the well-founded semantics), or have been rationally assumed not to hold, or no judgment
about them has been devised.

• Consider however that, when generalizing computation of resource-based answer set semantics to
a general program composed of several layers, suspending the judgment on some atom at one level
does not prevent taking a position at upper layers.

Let us examine simple odd cycle{p← not p.}. While in AS it spoils consistency, in RAS it simply
leads to no conclusion. In fact, as an agent should be prepared to deal with uncertain, incomplete, and
partially incorrect definitions from which it should try to do its best: thus, such indecisive rules are better
be ignored. More involved is the case of a intermediate positive conclusions, like in{p← a. a← not p.}.
From the assumptionp nothing is derived, leading to an emptyΓ̂Π({p}). The set{a} is instead an MCS:
from the assumptionnot p in fact, a can be (though defeasibly) derived via the second rule. The first
rule, which derives a contradiction from a reasonable assumption, is simply ignored. If assigning any
significant interpretation top anda (e.g., ill and healthy, unpolite and nice, young and old, etc.) the
reasonable stance of such a choice should be evident.
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Let us consider again the odd cycle{a← not b. b← not c. c← not a.} and let us examine the
resource-based answer set{a} (a similar reasoning can be done for{b} and{c}). In particular, let us
reconstruct the rational reasoning that can lead to derive this belief set:

• to defeasibly concludea, not bcan be assumed;

• derivinga prevents from assumingnot a, and thus from concludingc;

• assumingnot b prevents from concludingb, which implies suspending the judgment onc, i.e.,
avoiding to assumenot c. Actually, there is no argument that compels the agent to make this
assumption: in fact, the agent in the present situation doesnot derivec not because it has reasons
to believe thatc does not hold, but becausec cannot be concluded based upon the assumptions
already made.

Thus, the resource-based answer set{a} is a belief set wherea is defeasibly believed to hold based
upon the assumption thatnot bholds, while the judgment onc is suspended.

In the next section we will show that such an understanding ofdefault negation finds a formal justifi-
cation not only in linear logic (cf., Section 3), but also in autoepistemic logic. This by re-intepreting the
autoepistemic logic characterization of logic programs proposed first by Gelfond [21] and Konolige [27]
and then refined by Marek and Truszczynski [33].

Below we illustrate the application of the modified definitions on a sample standalone programΠ,
including two odd cycles (one unary and the other one ternary) with internal positive dependencies.

q← a.

a← not q.

e← not f.

f ← g.

g← not h.

h← not e.

Let us consider those setsI of atoms which areΠ-based. Some of suchIs must be excluded as
Γ̂Π(I) 6⊆ I . These are, in particular, all singletons, e.g.{q} whereΓ̂Π({q}) = {e, f ,g,h} as the modified
reduct cancels only the second rule. If we consider{a}, we haveΓ̂Π({a}) = {a,e, f ,g,h} where the
modified reduct cancels no rules, but notice that the modifiedTP cannot deriveq anyway as it depends
(though indirectly) upon its own negation. Some other sets of atoms do not result in MCS as the modified
reduct cancels too many rules. One of such sets is, for instance, {q, f ,h,e} whereΓ̂Π({q, f ,h,e}) = /0
because the modified reduct cancels all rules with negation in their bodies. Another one is{ f ,h,e}
whereΓ̂Π({ f ,h,e}) = {a}. The resource-based answer sets are actually{a,e}= Γ̂Π({a,e,h}), {a,h} =
Γ̂Π({a, f ,h}), and{a, f ,g} = Γ̂Π({a,e, f ,g}).

We can now define resource-based answer sets of a generic programΠ.

Definition 5.11. Consider a non-empty ASP programΠ, divided according to Proposition 2.16 into
componentsC1, . . . ,Cn, n≥ 1. A resource-based answer setSof Π is defined asM1∪ ·· ·∪Mn whereM1

is a resource-based answer set ofC1, and eachMi, 1< i ≤ n, is a resource-based answer set of standalone
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componentC′i , obtained by simplifyingCi w.r.t. M1∪ ·· · ∪Mi−1, where the simplification consists in:
(i) deleting all rules inCi which havenot B in their body,B ∈ M1∪ ·· · ∪Mi−1; (ii) deleting (from the
body of remaining rules) every literalnot D whereD does not occur in the head of rules ofCi and
D 6∈M1∪ ·· ·∪Mi−1, and also every atomD with D ∈M1∪ ·· ·∪Mi−1.7

The definition brings evident analogies to the procedure foranswer set computation specified in
Proposition 2.17. This program decomposition is under someaspects reminiscent of the one adopted
in [19]. However, in general, resource-based answer sets are not models in the classical sense: rather,
they areΠ-supported sets of atoms which are the wider subsets of some classical model that fulfills
non-contradictory support. We can prove, in fact, the following result:

Theorem 5.12. A set of atomsI is a resource-based answer set ofΠ iff it is an MCS for Π.

Proof. The proof is by induction over the decomposition ofΠ into componentsC1, . . . ,Cn.
Base step: a resource-based answer setM1 of C1 is an MCS ofC1 by Theorem 5.6, asC1 is standalone.
Induction step: suppose thatM1∪ ·· · ∪Mi, i < n, is an MCS forC1∪ ·· · ∪Ci, where eachM j is a
resource-based answer set of standalone componentC′j , defined according to Definition 5.11. We prove
that M1∪ ·· · ∪Mi+1, i + 1≤ n, is an MCS forC1∪ ·· · ∪Ci+1. In fact: (i) Mi+1 is an MCS forC′i+1;
(ii) according to Definition 5.11,C′i+1 is obtained from a component ofΠ by canceling rules involving
negations not supported inM1∪·· ·∪Mi, and by simplifying literals which are supported inM1∪·· ·∪Mi.
Therefore, since all literals occurring inMi+1 are supported inCi+1 and all literals which have been
simplified are supported in the MCSs of lower-level components, we can conclude thatM1∪ ·· · ∪Mi+1

is indeed an MCS forC1∪ ·· ·∪Ci+1. ⊓⊔

Resource-based answer sets still form (like answer sets) ananti-chain w.r.t. set inclusion, and answer
sets (if any) are among the resource-based answer sets. Differently from answer sets, a (possibly empty)
resource-based answer set always exists.

It can be observed that complexity remains the same. In fact,computation of resource-based an-
swer sets of standalone programs does not differ (except forsome computationally irrelevant details)
from standard answer set computation. Selecting the MCSs implies checking inclusion among the sets
computed via the modifiedΓ. For a generic program, a preliminary decomposition according to Propo-
sition 2.16 is needed, that can however be performed in polynomial time. Therefore:

Proposition 5.13. Given a programΠ, deciding whether there exists a resource-based answer setof Π
is NP-complete.

This will be indeed confirmed in the next section, where we will show how to compute resource-based
answer sets in ASP.

We now explain by means of an example why the incremental construction of resource-based answer
sets is necessary. LetΠ be the following:

a← not p.

p← not p.

7Notice that, due to the simplification,C′i is standalone.
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Suppose to apply Definition 5.8 directly to the entire program. We have to consider threeΠ-based
non-empty sets of atoms, namelyI1 = {a}, I2 = {p} andI3 = {a, p}. We haveΓ̂Π(I1) = M1 = {a, p},
Γ̂Π(I2) = Γ̂Π(I3) =M2 = /0, whereM2 should be the unique resource-based answer set. However while p,
which depends upon its own negation, must indeed be deemed tobe false, insteada, depending upon the
negation of an atom which has been assumed to be false, shouldbe (though defeasibly) concluded true.
Therefore, according to Definition 5.11, we divideΠ into a standalone bottom componentC1, consisting
of the last rule, withM1 = /0 as the unique resource-based answer set, and a top component C2 consisting
of the first rulea← not p. After simplification,C′2 reduces to facta, with unique resource-based answer
setM2 = {a} which coincides with the unique resource-based answer set of the overall program, thus
meeting the intuition.

The previously stated result about the relation with linearlogic (Theorem 3.5) extends to the new se-
mantics. The proof, reported in [14] in the context of full RASP programs, can in act be easily extended.
Then we have:

Theorem 5.14. Let Π be an ASP program, andΣΠ the corresponding Linear Logic RASP Theory, ob-
tained according to Definitions 3.1 and 3.4. IfM = {A1, . . . , An} is a resource-based answer set forΠ,
thenA1⊗ ·· · ⊗An is a maximal tensor conjunction provable fromΣΠ.

Observation

If we consider general cycles of the form{a1← not a2. a2← not a3. · · · ak← not a1.} involving
k > 3 atoms, it is easy to see that each such cycle has⌊ k

2⌋ resource-based answer sets, where we have
Mi = {ai+d, with d even, 0≤ d < k− 1}. Then, unfortunately, odd cycles no longer model exclusive
disjunction ifk> 3.

However, there is a further semantic variation where cyclesof any arity model exclusive disjunction,
thus potentially providing the semantic basis for a generalized choice operators. Precisely, let us consider
cycles of the above form. Instead of looking for MCSs, i.e., for maximal consistently supported set of
atoms, for such program fragments we should look forminimal consistently supported setsof atoms
(briefly, mCSs). The mCSs are exactlyk, each consisting in the singleton{a j}, for each 1≤ j ≤ k. In
particular,a j is supported by assumingnot aj+1, and by not making assumptions on the other atoms.
Notice however that this adaptation is rather “ad hoc” in view of a choice operator, since it does not
work in case of intermediate positive dependencies or of further literals occurring in rule bodies. This is
however a potential alternative to adopting extremal programs [5]: to model exclusive disjunction, they
define each involved atom in term of the negation of all the others.

6. Autoepistemic Logic characterization of Resource-based Answer Set
Semantics

In [35], several characterizations are proposed of (disjunctive) answer set semantics (also with classical
negation) in terms of autoepistemic logic [33]. We will hereconsider the characterization provided in
terms ofReflexive autoepistemic logic[44], which is closely related to the modal logicSW5 (cf. [25, 34]
for a detailed discussion of various modal logics, including SW5).

We remind the reader that (apart from the distribution axiom✷(ϕ ⊃ψ)⊃ (✷ϕ ⊃✷ψ) characterizing
normal modal logics)SW5 is axiomatized through the following axioms, where in the autoepistemic
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setting the necessity operator✷ is replaced by the operatorL. The modal formulaLϕ can be read as “ϕ
is believed” or also “we assumeϕ” or “we assume thatϕ is true”:

Lϕ ⊃ ϕ (Ax1)

Lϕ ⊃ LLϕ (Ax2)

¬L¬Lϕ ⊃ (ϕ ⊃ Lϕ) (Ax3)

According to formula (16) in [35], an answer set programmingrule8 ρ of the form A ←
A1, . . . ,An,not B1, . . . ,not Bm can seen as standing for its modal transposition, or “modal image”:

LA1∧ ·· ·∧LAn∧L¬LB1∧ ·· ·∧L¬LBm⊃ LA (MT9316)

Then, from the modal image of each rule one obtains the modal image of the entire given programΠ.
To characterize resource-based answer sets, we propose a modified formulation. Precisely, we intro-

duce for each atomA occurring in the head of some ruleρ the fresh auxiliary atoṁA, that can be read
as “A can be proved” or, equivalently, “one intends/is enabled toproveA”. We propose the following
transposition of an answer set program into a modal theory:

• each fact (unit rule)A of Π is simply transposed into its modal image

LA (Ae0)

• each ruleρ is transposed into the following couple of modal rules that form its modal image:

LA1∧ ·· ·∧LAn∧L¬LB1∧ ·· ·∧L¬LBm⊃ LȦ (Ae1)

LȦ∧¬L¬LA⊃ LA (Ae2)

(Ae1) modifies(MT9316) in the sense that, based on the same premises, one concludesLȦ. I.e., one
concludes to believe to be enabled to proveA. (Ae2) states thatLA is derived only ifȦ is believed, and
one does not believe not to believeA: in fact, it would be quite singular to intend to prove something
that one believes not to believe, which is the same (in this context) as believing/assuming it to be false.
(Ae2) follows the spirit of axiom(Ax3) above, which is the axiom that characterizesSW5: (Ax3) in fact
states that in order to believeϕ not only one has to prove it, but as a premise one must not believe not to
believeϕ . (Ae2) states actually the same, though consideringLȦ instead of directly consideringLA.

Reflexive autoepistemic logic assigns to a set of modal formulas I (that in our case will be the modal
image of a given answer set programΠ under the transposition dictated by(Ae0), (Ae1), and(Ae2))
theories calledreflexive expansions. Precisely, such a theory is defined as follows (whereCn indicates
logical consequence as usually intended).

T = Cn(I ∪ (ϕ ≡ Lϕ : ϕ ∈ T) ∪ (¬Lϕ : ϕ 6∈ T)) (Rae)

As proved in [43], a theoryT is a reflexive expansion ofI if and only if T is anSW5 expansion of
I . Therefore, a theory is intended here as a set of formulas that one can construct on the basis ofI given
the axioms ofSW5.
8In [35], such a rule is assumed to admit classical negation and disjunction in the head, where in the present context we do not
consider these improvements.
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A theoryT in a modal language isstableif it is closed under propositional provability and it is also
closed under positive and negative introspection, i.e.,Lϕ ∈ T wheneverϕ ∈ T (positive introspection)
and¬Lϕ ∈ T wheneverϕ 6∈ T (negative introspection). Reflexive (and thusSW5) expansions are stable
by construction.

Given a reflexive expansionT of the modal imageI of programΠ, let core(T) be the set of atoms
{A : A occurs inΠ andA∈ T}. We can adapt to our setting Theorem 3.5 of [35].

Below, let I be the image of a given programΠ under(Ae0), (Ae1), and (Ae2), and letT be a
reflexive expansion forI . Let us preliminarly state the following facts.

Fact 1. By definition,core(T) does not include any of the auxiliary atomsȦ.

Fact 2. I is a set of formulas composed of modal literals only. Thus, atoms occurring incore(T) are
necessarily obtained via the application of axiom(Ax1) of SW5 to formulas of the formLA whereA is
an atom.

Fact 3. Formulas of the formLA whereA is an atom can in turn be obtained in two possible ways: (i)
directly as the modal image of a fact ofΠ via (Ax0), or (ii) as the result of the subsequent application of
the two modal formulas which constitute the modal image via(Ax1) and(Ax2) of some ruleρ of Π with
headA, by deriving firstȦ and thenLA.

Lemma 6.1. For every reflexive expansionT for the imageI of Π under(Ae0), (Ae1), and(Ae2), we
have thatS= core(T) is Π-based.

Proof. By virtue of the above-stated facts we can conclude that in both cases (i) and (ii) listed in Fact 3,
each atomA∈ S is the head of some ruleρ in Π (possibly a fact). ⊓⊔

Lemma 6.2. For every reflexive expansionT for the imageI of Π under(Ae0), (Ae1), and(Ae2) we
have thatS= core(T) is a consistently supported set of atoms forΠ.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1,S is Π-based. By Fact 3, eachA∈ Scorresponds either to a fact or to the head of
a ruleρ in Π transposed according to(Ae1). In the former case,A is consistently supported inΠ in the
obvious way. In the latter case, forLȦ to be derived the conditions of the modal image ofρ must have
been satisfied inT. This implies that, when transposed into plain literals via(Ax1), they satisfyρ as well.
Thus, both the positive conditions and the conclusionA belong toS, whereas the negative conditions do
not. Then,A is supported inΠ and so are (by the analogous reasoning) the positive conditions ofρ .
Therefore, we can conclude that eachA∈ S is consistently supported inΠ, and the result follows from
Definition 2.7. ⊓⊔

Proposition 6.3. For every reflexive expansionT for the imageI of Π under(Ae0), (Ae1), and(Ae2)
we have thatS= core(T) is an MCSΠ.

Proof. By Lemma 6.2,S is a consistently supported set of atoms forΠ. It is in particular an MCS
because the only way of preventing atomA ∈ M from being inS is that¬L¬LA does not hold inT,
which implies thatA is not supported. ⊓⊔

From the above Lemmas and Proposition we obtain the following:
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Corollary 6.4. For every reflexive expansionT for the imageI of Π under(Ae0), (Ae1), and (Ae2)
S= core(T) is a resource-based answer set forΠ.

We are finally ready to prove the main result.

Theorem 6.5. Let Sbe a set of atoms. Then,S is a resource-based answer set of programΠ if and only
if S= core(T), whereT is a reflexive expansion for the imageI of Π under(Ae0), (Ae1), and(Ae2).

Proof. The ‘only if’ part is proved via Corollary 6.4. For the ‘if’ part, consider a resource-based answer
set S of the given programΠ, and consider the imageI of Π. We have to prove that there exists a
reflexive expansionT for I such thatS= core(T). Consider atomA ∈ S. EitherA is a fact inΠ, then
by axiom(Ae0) LA occurs inI , soA occurs in any reflexive expansion ofI (by axiom(Ax1) of SW5, or
equivalently by positive introspection). SinceS is consistently supported, then there exists ruleρ in Π
with conclusionA and premises consistently supported inS. The modal image of such a rule is included
in I . By the same kind of support each positive premiseB will correspond to literalLB in any reflexive
expansion ofI , and each negative premisenot C (whereC does not belong toS) will correspond by
negative introspection to literalL¬C in some reflexive expansion ofI . Thus,A will be included in this
reflexive expansion via the application of(Ae1), (Ae2), and(Ax1). Since by Lemma 6.3S is an MCS for
Π, then no atomD 6∈ S is allowed to belong to such a reflexive expansion. ⊓⊔

The autoepistemic characterization of resource-based answer set semantics leads to a method for
computing resource-based answer sets of a given programΠ by computing the answer sets of a modified
programΠ′.

In particular, following the principles underlying the definition of the autoepistemic image, each rule
ρ of the formA← A1, . . . ,An,not B1, . . . ,not Bm of Π is represented inΠ′ by the following set of rules
(except for facts, that are simply copied fromΠ to Π′). In these rules,A′, A′′ andnoA′′ are fresh atoms,
whereA′ stands forLȦ, andA′′ stands for¬L¬LA. For simplicity,A andLA as well asnot AandL¬LA
are assumed to coincide (according however to the definitionof reflexive expansion, where upward and
downward reflection on theL operator are freely allowed).

A′← A1, . . . ,An,not B1, . . . ,not Bm.

A← A′,A′′.

← A′′,not A.

A′′← not noA′′.

noA′′← not A′′.

The first two rules correspond to axioms(Ae1) and(Ae2). The constraint models negative introspec-
tion, stating that one cannot assume both¬L¬LA and¬A, again in correspondence to the definition of
reflexive autoepistemic expansions, which are required to be consistent. The even cycle has the role of
generating the assumption¬L¬LA.

It is easy to see (the proof is omitted for space reasons) that, among the answer sets ofΠ, those which
maximize the assumptionsA′′ coincide, after removing the fresh atoms, with the resource-based answer
sets ofΠ. Thus, the resource-based answer sets of a given program canbe computed by using an answer
set solver on a new program whose size grows linearly w.r.t. the given one.
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7. Practical Applications of Resource-based Answer Set Semantics

In resource-based answer set semantics there are no inconsistent programs. Nevertheless, the new se-
mantics can be useful in knowledge representation not just to fix inconsistencies: rather, it depicts a more
general scenario in many practical cases. However, notice that constraints can no longer be modeled (as
done under the answer set semantics) in terms of odd cycles. Therefore, they have to be modeled ex-
plicitly. We discuss in the next section how to formally introduce constraints. In this section, we take
constraints for granted in order to discuss some examples ofapplication of the new semantics.

Consider the three coloring of a graph. This is an NP-complete problem, and thus it constitutes
a good testbed to understand how the new semantics copes withsuch cases. Given representation of
nodes and arcs, two solutions are commonly found. One solution, as mentioned, is based upon extremal
programs [5], which are composed of many nested cycles and are thus rather involved. Another solution
is based upon acardinality constraint[38, 45], which is translated into a substantial ASP subprogram.
Under resource-based answer set semantics, the “look” of the RAS program can be the usual one, i.e.,

color(X, red)|color(X,blue)|color(X,green)← node(X).

← edge(X,Y),possiblecolor(C),color(X,C),color(Y,C).

where however disjunction in our framework simply stands for the odd loop:

color(X, red)← node(X),not color(X,blue).

color(X,blue)← node(X),not color(X,green).

color(X,green)← node(X),not color(X, red).

Therefore, resource-based answer set semantics provides an extra-freedom in generating the search
space which can be usefully exploited in practical programming.

Consider now the following variation (inspired by examplesintroduced in [41, 42]) of the program
discussed in Section 4:

beach← not mountain.

mountain← not travel.

travel← not beach,passportok.

passportok← not forgot renew.

forgot renew← not passportok.

This program has answer setM1 = {forgot renew,mountain}, as passportok being false forces
travel to be false, which in turn makesmountaintrue. The answer set semantics cannot cope with the
case of the passport being ok, which is in fact excluded as this option determines no answer set. So, from
a description that appears to be reasonable, the only possible scenario is that, having forgotten to renew
the passport, one must choose (for inscrutable reasons) to go to mountain.

Instead, in resource-based answer set semantics we have, inaddition toM1, three other answer sets
stating that, if the passport is ok, any choice is possible, namely we haveM2 = {passportok,mountain},
M3 = {passportok,beach}, andM4 = {passportok, travel}. We may notice that the semantics is still a
bit strong on this example on the side of the answer set, as onewould say that not havingpassportok
prevents traveling, but any other choice should be possible, while instead themountainchoice is again
forced.
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A more satisfactory formalization of the above example is infact the following.

beach← not mountain.

mountain← not travel.

travel← not beach.

passportok← not forgot renew.

forgot renew← not passportok.

← not passportok, travel.

In this case we obtain (by the methods discussed in the next section) M1, M2, M3, andM4 but also
M5 = {forgot renew,beach}.

8. Modeling Constraints

To the extent of our discussion, each constraint← L1, . . . ,Lk, k > 0, where eachLi is a literal, can be
rephrased as simple constraint←H, whereH is a fresh atom, plus ruleH← L1, . . . ,Lk.9 Thus, an overall
programΠO can be seen as composed of an answer set programΠ plus a set{C1, . . . ,Cv} of constraints,
and, possibly, an auxiliary programΠC , so that constraints can be defined on atoms belonging to either
Π or ΠC . We assume however thatΠC is stratified (i.e., it contains no cycles) and that atoms ofΠ may
occur inΠC only in the body of rules, i.e., according to previous definitions,ΠC is on top ofΠ).

Consider for instanceΠO to be composed of the followingΠ:

{beach← not mountain.

mountain← not travel.

travel← not beach.

hyperthyroidism.}

plus the followingΠC : {unhealthy← beach, hyperthyroidism.} plus the constraint ← unhealthy.
The resulting theory will have resource-based answer sets{mountain, hyperthyroidism}, and{travel,
hyperthyroidism}, while {beach, hyperthyroidism, unhealthy} is excluded by the constraint.

Below we proceed to the formal definitions concerning constraints.

Definition 8.1. An Answer Set TheoryT is a couple〈ΠO ,Constr〉, with ΠO = Π∪ΠC , whereΠC is
on top ofΠ, and whereConstris a set{C1, . . . ,Cv}, v≥ 0, of constraints.

Definition 8.2. Given an Answer Set TheoryT = 〈ΠO ,Constr〉, a resource-based answer setM for Π
fulfills the constraints inConstr if and only if the answer set programΠ′ is consistent (in the sense of
traditional answer set semantics), whereΠ′ is obtained fromΠC by adding all atoms inM as facts, and
all constraints inConstras rules.

Definition 8.3. A resource-based answer set Mof Answer Set TheoryT = 〈ΠO ,Constr〉 is a resource-
based answer set forΠ that fulfills all constraints inConstr.
9This limitation will be useful for the linear logic formulation (provided below).
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It is easy to see that, in order to check that resource-based Answer SetM for Π fulfills the constraints,
one can check consistency ofΠ′ in a simple way, by: (i) computing (in polynomial time, cf., e.g., [17])
the unique answer setM′′ of the stratified programΠ′′ obtained fromΠC by adding all atoms inM as
facts, and then (ii) checking constraints onM′′ by pattern-matching. Then, for constraints of the above
simple form, we can conclude that:

Proposition 8.4. Given an Answer Set TheoryT , deciding about the existence of a resource-based
answer set is an NP-complete problem.

The partition ofΠO into Π andΠC is not strictly necessary in the present context. In fact, one might
simply check the constraints onΠ′ = Π∪ΠC . In this alternative view:

Definition 8.5. Let Π′ be a program, and{C1, . . . ,Ck} be a set of constraints, eachCi in the form← Hi,
0≤ i ≤ k for somek. A resource-based answer setM for Π′ is admissibleif it fulfills all constraints, i.e.,
if for all i < k, Hi 6∈M. M is admissiblew.r.t. single constraintC j if H j 6∈M.

However, we choose to introduce the distinction because we believe that it may have a significance
in terms of knowledge representation and elaboration-tolerance, in the sense of [37]. In fact, the same
“generate” part (Π) can be customized by adding on top, as independent layers, different “specialization”
parts (represented as differentΠC ’s) and “test” parts (the constraints). Moreover, constraints might be
generalized with respect to the simple form proposed above,for instance drawing inspiration from the
discussion in [11, 13, 10], or also following the approach ofAnswer Set Optimization(cf. [3] and the
references therein), which proposes constraints expressing complex preferences for choosing among
answer sets.

For the sake of completeness, it may be interesting to illustrate the linear logic formalization of the
full approach. To this aim, we have to resort to linear logic negation. A constraintC =←E1, . . . ,En. can
in fact be represented in linear logic asC L =E1

⊥
O · · · O En

⊥ whereO is the multiplicative disjunction,
and⊥ is linear logic negation,A⊥ meaning “there is no proof forA”.10

Thus, the overall linear logic theory would beΣΠO
, and its resource-based answer sets should be

matched against the constraints. Formally:

Definition 8.6. Given a resource-based answer setM = {A1, . . . , An} for ΠO , if M is a resource-answer
set for answer set theoryT = 〈ΠO ,Constr〉 where Constr = {C1, . . . ,Cv} then tensor conjunction
A1⊗ ·· · ⊗An⊗C L

1⊗ ·· · ⊗C L
v is provable fromΣΠO

.

Notice that each constraint is provable whenever at least one of its disjuncts is not one of theAi ’s.
Then, in terms of correspondence between the logic programming and the linear logic formulation, there
are no essential differences w.r.t. Theorem 5.14.

9. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have proposed resource-based answer set semantics as an extension of the answer set
semantics, where there are no inconsistent programs and more freedom is allowed in defining a search

10Notice that, linear logic negation as such was used in [4] to model negation-as-failure in Prolog.
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space through odd and even cycles. However, in the new approach constraints have to be defined in a
separate “module” to be added to the given answer set program.

We have shown that resource-based answer sets can be computed by any answer set solver on a
modified version of the given program. For a real implementation, which is an important future issue
for this research, answer set solvers based on SAT appear to be good candidates for extension to the
new setting. In fact, they do not seem to need substantial modifications in order to cope with the new
semantics, that thus might in principle be easily and quickly implemented.

The absence of inconsistency has allowed us to define (the foundations of) a top-down query answer-
ing procedure for answer set programs under the resource-based answer set semantics, where we also
consider the issue of constraint checking. More details on this approach can be found in [15].
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